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PILOT LOG BOOKS
JEPPESEN PROFESSIONAL LOGBOOK

This professional log book from Jeppesen, measur-
ing 6-1/2” x 11” is constructed of sturdy, easy-to-read 
ledger paper & includes an elegant cover.
 P/N 13-21728 ...........$26.75

STANDARD PILOT MASTER LOG BLACK
The finest and most verstile logbooks for aviators. 
ASA’s logbooks have been “The Standard” of the 
industry for over 30 years and comply with the FAA’s 
recordkeeping requirements. With so many options, 
there is a logbook that’s right for you. Versatile, 

easy-to-use and flexible enough to fit any pilot’s needs, student or ATP. 
Columns provide standardization, but are flexible enough to allow pilots 
to customize to fit their needs. Summary pages allow pilots to track 
experience, aircraft types, currency, medical dates, flight review, and 
more for quick reference. Hard cover, black, 11” x 6-1/2”, 278 pages.
 P/N 13-32392 ...........$19.95

JEPPESEN PROFESSIONAL 
EUROPEAN LOGBOOK

Complies with JAR 1.080 regulations for logging 
flight time in Europe. handles 10 years of data. Size: 
17.1 x 28.6 cm .............P/N 13-02212 ...........$31.70

JEPPESEN PILOT LOGBOOK
Our 96-page permanent record offers large flight 
time category spaces, arranged according to FAA 
regulations. Printed on “easy-eye” green pages that 
resist “bleed through”. Size: 8-5/16” x 5-5/16”
 P/N 13-21732 ...........$11.95

PILOT LOGBOOK (ASA-SP-10)
Blue, soft cover, 7-3/4” x 4-1/8”, 16 pages. Ideal 
as a pilot’s first logbook and for introductory flight 
give-away. The finest and most verstile logbooks for 
aviators. ASA’s logbooks have been “The Standard” 
of the industry for over 30 years and comply with the 

FAA’s recordkeeping requirements. ............P/N 13-05670 .............$2.95

POWDER PUFF PINK LOGBOOK
The Powder Puff Pilot standard logbook 
has a pink, protective hard cover with the 
Powder Puff Pilot logo on the front. It’s 
standard size (8¼ by 6¼ inches) with 52 
pages of all the record keeping, endorse-
ments, and flight log information that every 
pilot needs. Inspirational quotes from the 
famous pioneers of women aviation sprin-

kled throughout to keep you motivated, inspired, and flying high.
 P/N 13-06342 ...........$17.95

LITTLE PILOT LOGBOOK
The Little Pilot Logbook is the perfect gift for 
the aviation enthusiast. Record treasured 
stories and precious favorites, display ador-
able pictures and store mementos in this 
spiral bound 8.75” x 5.75” hard cover book 
that lays flat for easy entry and portable 

enough to carry with our on your next journey.   This keepsake will 
be treasured not only by the parent but also by the future aviator that 
receives it as a record of childhood memories of flight.
 P/N 13-08051 ...........$24.95

POWDER PUFF PILOT
AVIATRIX LOGBOOK

This logbook-scrapbook hybrid documents a young-
ster’s early flying experiences. Its removable, card-
stock pages record their First Flight Plan, First Pilot 
Report, and a flight log. It also has pages for listing 
favorite pilots, future aspirations, thoughts and 
quotes about flying, photos, and drawings.
Green ...........................P/N 13-11473 ...........$23.95

ULTRALIGHT PILOT’S LOGBOOK
This small logbook is perfect for the ultralight pilot. 
Includes sections for flight time, airframe repairs, 
and engine repairs, plus metric/inch conversion table 
and fuel/oil ratio chart. Measures 4 1/4” x 7”.
 P/N 13-11509 .............$1.95

CANADIAN LOGBOOKS
A reprinted version of the now defunct Transport 
Canada AME log book. 

Description Part No. Price
Professional Large Logbook Black 13-12345 $37.95

Small Student Logbook Black 13-12346 $21.50
Pilot Training Record Helicopter Logbook 13-12348 $12.95

Pilot Training Record Logbook 13-12347 $5.70

STUDENT PILOT LOGBOOK
This Logbook is designed for Student Pilots pre-
paring for Private, Sport, and/or Recreational Pilot 
licenses. The student’s learning progress is compre-
hensively tracked from his first flight to his last prior 

to his completion ride. This Logbook was designed for 14 CFR Section 
61 (FAR Part 61) flight training requirements using 14 CFR Section 141 
(FAR Part 141) documentation methods.  There are upwards of fifty 
(50) critical areas of airmanship presented and tracked per flight. These 
areas range from take-offs, flight maneuvers, to landings. Discussion 
time is also tracked along with ground school briefing subjects. The 
Student Pilot and Flight Instructor can quickly identify problem areas or 
areas which do not need to be stressed to help the student in progress-
ing towards the license ................................P/N 13-12957 ...........$19.95

FLIGHT SCHEDULE LOG
Essential to smooth dispatching, features 
include: a replaceable perpetual aircraft/ 
instructor entry panel; standby request sec-
tion; and time in 15-minute blocks. Charcoal 
Gray binder is 17-1/4” x 13-5/8” with 15” 
x 12” pages for easy viewing. 60 pages 
included, refill packs available.
 P/N 13-02308 ...........$39.75
FLIGHT SCHEDULE REFILL PACK - Can be 
used over and over with this 60-day refill.
 P/N 13-02309 ...........$21.95

GLEIM PILOT LOGBOOK 
The Gleim Pilot Logbook provides detailed entries 
for all inflight information, sections for certificates, 
ratings, and operating privilege endorsement section, 
table of contents, room for up to 450 entries, and 
much more. High quality paper and hard cover bind-
ing. 112 pgs. 5”x9. ........P/N 13-01822 .............$9.75

STANDARD LOGBOOKS
Standard Layout spacing allows for organized hand-
written entries. Large Pages Allow for multiple 
entries per page. Pre-punched for easy 3 Ring 
Organizing.

Part no. Description Price
13-18059 Single Airframe Logbook $10.95
13-18060 Single Engine Logbook $10.95
13-18061 Single Prop Logbook $10.95
13-18062 Single Avionics Logbook $10.95
13-18063 Single Engine Logbook Kit $33.95
13-18064 Twin Engine Logbook Kit $44.95

CULHANE PILOT LOGBOOK
This Canadian pilot logbook by Michael Culhane 
fully meets CARs requirements and can be used 
by student pilots through professional pilots alike 
having all of the proper columns for flight times, 

dual, PIC, copilot, single engine, multi-engine, cross country etc. Page 
count: 160 pages with room for 852 separate entries. Actual size is 6 
1/4” X 9 1/4” ................................................P/N 13-17634 ...........$18.95

ASA STANDARD UAS OPERATOR LOG
The Standard UAS Operator Log meets the needs of 
civilian, military, hobbyists, and professional opera-
tors alike so that critical flight details can be tracked. 
It provides record-keeping for flight operations of 
small and large unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) or 

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), remote-control aircraft (R/C), remotely 
piloted aircraft (RPA), and drones. Color : Grey
 P/N 13-18544 ...........$10.95

DOGGY LOG BOOK 
An inexpensive way to record your dog’s adventures 
for posterity. Contains 22 pages of flight entries and 
one page for other notable “endorsements”.
Measures 6” x 4.25” with a soft cover.
 P/N 13-23688 .............$8.95
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